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Permian Oilfield Partners, LLC (“POP”) respectfully submits this response to MRC 

Permian Company’s and Matador Production Company’s Notice of Objection to Proceeding by 

Affidavit, filed on September 29, 2023. As discussed in more detail below, the objection filed by 

MRC Permian Company and Matador Production Company (collectively “Matador”) is 

immaterial; the above captioned cases (the “Cases”) can and should be hear on the October 19, 

2023 docket as noticed by the New Mexico Oil Conservation Division (the “Division” or 

“NMOCD”).  

Matador’s objection to proceeding by affidavit is immaterial because POP’s only reason 

for filing these Cases was to file an application for contested hearings to resolve Matador’s 

objection to POP’s previously submitted administrative applications. To the extent Matador is 

attempting to use an objection to the cases proceeding by affidavit as a means to delay the hearings, 

any delay is unwarranted. When Matador submitted its July 2023 protest to POP’s administrative 

applications, Matador knew that a hearing would be required to resolve Matador’s concerns, absent 

a negotiated resolution. POP filed the Cases for the sole purpose of setting an adjudicatory hearing 

to resolve Matador’s concerns, Matador has known that POP intends to go to hearing, and Matador 

has known the basis for its protest since at least July 18. POP’s Cases were properly set for an 
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examiner hearing on October 19, 2023 in which Matador will have the opportunity to present its 

concerns to the Division at the hearings, and there is simply no reason to delay them. 

I. Brief Background of POP’s Administrative Applications, Matador’s Protest, and 

Communications to Date. 

 

Case Nos. 23807 and 23808 involve applications for two saltwater injection wells—the 

Belated Federal SWD Well #1 and the Overdue Federal SWD Well #1 (the “SWDs”). POP 

originally submitted applications to the Division seeking administrative approval for these two 

SWDS on July 10, 2023 and July 11, 2023. Matador objected to the administrative applications on 

July 18, 2023.1 See Exhibit A, which includes Matador’s email protesting the Overdue SWD, and 

Exhibit B, which includes Matador’s email protesting the Belated SWD. In its protest emails, 

Matador requested that the Division advise Matador “if this case is set for hearing.” Id. 

The Division notified POP of Matador’s objections on August 18, 2023. See August 18, 

2023 email from NMOCD to POP included as part of Exhibits A and B. In its notice, the Division 

stated that POP had two options “for the[] applications to advance in the review 

process…resolution of the protest through hearing or a negotiated resolution with the protesting 

party that results in the withdrawal of the protest.” (Emphasis added.) Matador was copied on the 

email from the Division to POP and was thus on notice that POP had two options to advance its 

applications—either resolve Matador’s protests through negotiations or through a hearing.  

POP reached out to Matador to discuss Matador’s objections on August 30, 2023. See 

August 30, 2023 email from POP to Matador included in email chain attached as Exhibit C. While 

Matador has indicated an intent to have discussions with POP, Matador, to date, has not agreed to 

a date or time to meet with POP to discuss Matador’s concerns. See, e.g., Exhibit C. Thus, from 

POP’s perspective, Matador’s emails purportedly agreeing to meet with POP fall flat.  

                                                        
1 Matador objected to a total of nine applications POP filed administratively.  
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POP filed the hearing applications for the Cases on September 5. In its applications, POP 

explained that Matador protested its administrative applications and, for that reason, POP was 

submitting an application for a hearing before the Division. In other words, the only reason POP 

filed the Cases is to resolve Matador’s objections through an adjudicatory hearing. Matador’s 

protest email confirms that Matador anticipated an adjudicatory hearing being held on these 

applications, and the Division’s response establishes that, absent a negotiated resolution, a hearing 

is the only way to move forward with these Cases. 

POP’s counsel emailed Matador copies of the applications on September 12, 2023. See 

September 12, 2023 email from POP’s counsel to Matador included in an email chain attached as 

Exhibit D. POP’s applications were originally scheduled for hearing on October 5, 2023. POP 

continued the Cases to October 19 to engage in further discussions with Matador, but Matador did 

not respond with any specific dates to meet with POP. In its emails to Matador, POP confirmed on 

multiple occasions its intent to go to hearing, including the intent to go to hearing on October 19. 

See, e.g., Exhibit D—September 12, 2023 email (“It would be great if you all are able to work 

through things so that we don’t have to go to hearing on these applications but could instead go 

back to the [administrative] process.”); id.—September 25, 2023 email (“POP is committed to 

these two wells and so we are preparing to go to hearing on the 19th but hopefully we don’t have 

to go down that path.).  POP’s counsel also reiterated POP’s intent to go to hearing to Matador’s 

counsel in recent telephone conversations.  

POP’s counsel and Matador had a call on September 25, at Matador’s suggestion. Matador 

indicated its concerns with the POP SWDs relate to seismic. Matador agreed to get back with 

POP’s counsel regarding whether Matador would be willing to engage in potential discussions 

with POP.  Matador also suggested a combined meeting with the Division and POP.  That same 
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day, POP agreed to that approach and suggested the week of October 9 as potential dates to meet. 

See Exhibit D. After POP did not hear back from Matador, POP’s counsel emailed Matador on 

October 5, id., and followed up with Matador’s counsel on October 6, again requesting dates to 

meet with the Division. See Exhibit E. Matador still has not proposed dates to meet with the 

Division; instead, Matador has stated through its counsel that it is only willing to meet with the 

Division after the October 19 hearing date.  

 POP stands ready to meet with Matador and the Division before the October 19 hearing 

date. However, it is POP’s position that the parties already have a “meeting” date set, which is the 

October 19, 2023 hearing. Thus, if a meeting cannot be scheduled before October 19, then the 

hearings can and should occur that date, allowing Matador the opportunity to raise its concerns 

and the Division can make any appropriate rulings concerning them. 

II. A Contested Hearing Is Required by Division Rules and Practice to Resolve 

Matador’s Objections 

 

The Division’s regulations governing injection wells allow an operator to submit an 

application administratively and authorize the Division to administratively approve such 

applications. See Rule 19.15.26.8.B & .C. Significantly, when, as here, “a written objection to an 

application for an administrative approval of an injection well is filed within 15 days after receipt 

of a complete applications…the division shall set the application for hearing and give notice of 

the hearing.” See Rule 19.15.26.8.D (emphasis added); see also Rule 19.15.4.12(E) (“In the case 

of an administrative application where the required notice was sent and a timely filed protest was 

made, the division shall notify the applicant and protesting party in writing that the case has been 

set for hearing and the hearing’s date, time and place. No further notice is required.” (emphasis 
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added)). 2  Rule 19.15.26.8.D thus mandates a hearing when an administrative application is 

protested to resolve the protest.  

Both Matador’s protest emails and the Division’s response to Matador’s protests 

demonstrate an understanding of this requirement. Matador asked the Division to advise Matador 

“if a hearing is set.” See Exhibits A and B. The Division informed POP that POP either needed to 

reach a negotiated resolution with Matador or “resolution of the protest through hearing.” Id. POP 

filed its applications pursuant to the Division’s direction and stated that Matador protested its 

administrative applications and POP was submitting an application for a hearing before the 

Division. In other words, the Division’s regulations and practice presume that, absent a negotiated 

resolution, the only way to resolve objections to administrative applications is through an 

adjudicatory hearing. Because a hearing is necessary to resolve Matador’s objections, it goes 

without saying that such a hearing would be a contested hearing, i.e., a hearing with live witness 

testimony, and not a hearing by affidavit or declaration. A hearing by affidavit is only an option 

when there is no opposition to an application. See Rule 19.15.4.12.A(1)(b).3  

Given that a contested hearing is the presumption, and that proceeding by affidavit is not 

an option under these circumstances, Matador’s objection to these cases proceeding by affidavit is 

immaterial and should either be stricken or disregarded by the Division.  

III. The Hearing Set for October 19, 2023 Should Move Forward  

 

One reason Matador may have filed its objection to the Cases proceeding by affidavit is to 

attempt to delay the hearings by triggering the Division’s current practice of setting cases for a 

status conference when an objection to proceeding by affidavit has been filed. Here, however, 

                                                        
2 While Rule 19.15.26.8.D contemplates the Division setting a contested application for hearing, Division practice has 

been that the applicant files the hearing application if a protest is lodged.  
3  The “alternative procedure” outlined in Rule 19.15.4.12(A)(1)(b) (presenting cases by affidavit) applies to 

compulsory pooling applications.  
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there simply is no reason to trigger that practice or to delay the October 19 hearing. As discussed 

above, Matador’s objection to proceeding by affidavit is irrelevant and so does not trigger a status 

conference. In addition, the October 19 hearing has been properly noticed, Matador has had ample 

time to prepare for the hearing, and the Cases have currently been noticed by the Division on the 

October 19 docket for hearing (i.e., not indicated as a status conference). See October 19 docket, 

excerpt attached as Exhibit F; see also Rule 19.15.4.12(E) (“In the case of an administrative 

application where the required notice was sent and a timely filed protest was made, the division 

shall notify the applicant and protesting party in writing that the case has been set for hearing and 

the hearing’s date, time and place. No further notice is required.”). POP intends to proceed 

accordingly.  

There is no reason to delay the October 19 hearings. As discussed above, since July, when 

Matador submitted its protests Matador knew that a hearing could be set and asked to be informed 

if one was.  Since August, when Matador copied on the Division’s email to POP, Matador was on 

notice from the Division that a hearing would need to be set resolve Matador’s concerns, if a 

negotiated resolution could not be reached. POP and POP’s counsel communicated to Matador 

POP’s intention to move forward with a hearing on the Cases on multiple occasions. In addition, 

POP’s counsel emailed Matador the SWD applications on September 12, 2023, and mailed the 

applications to Matador, which Matador received on October 2, 2023. Thus, notice of the hearing 

has been properly completed.  

In addition, Matador has had ample time to prepare for the hearing. Matador has objected 

to POP’s applications being granted since at least July 18, 2023, when it protested POP’s 

administrative applications. POP repeatedly asked Matador to discuss Matador’s concerns with 

POP, and Matador never stated that it needed more time to search for an evidentiary basis for its 
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concerns. Rather, the opposite is true—Matador has stated that it has existing information, but is 

unwilling to share that information with POP except in a meeting with the Division.  

To the extent that Matador contends a meeting with the Division is necessary to address 

Matador’s concerns, the October 19 hearing is a proper and appropriate forum for Matador to have 

its concerns addressed. Given that Matador invoked a hearing to address its concerns by protesting 

POP’s administrative applications, Matador has a forum and a hearing date set to address those 

concerns, and has had ample time to prepare for the October 19 hearing. From POP’s perspective, 

then, any request by Matador to postpone the hearing on the Cases would appear to be only an 

improper attempt to delay the hearings.  

In sum, POP provided the notice required by the Division’s regulations, the Division has 

noticed the Cases as set for hearing on October 19, and POP is ready to proceed to hearing on 

October 19. Matador has had ample notice of POP’s intention to proceed to a contested haring on 

October 19 and has had ample time to prepare for the hearing—to the extent Matador even needs 

to prepare given it has had knowledge of its concerns since at least July 18, 2023.  

IV. CONCLUSION  

POP has attempted, unsuccessfully, to meet with Matador and discuss Matador’s 

concerns—even delaying the October 5 hearing to allow additional time for POP and Matador to 

meet. POP’s repeated offers to meet with Matador at any time, and at any place, have not been 

reciprocated with a solid offer from Matador to meet with POP. Instead, from POP’s perspective, 

it appears that Matador keeps delaying meeting with POP and delaying meeting with the Division. 

As a result, in order to timely resolve Matador’s objections to POP’s applications, a contested 

hearing is necessary and should move forward on October 19, 2023 as scheduled. POP intends to 
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file pre-filed direct testimony and exhibits in advance of the hearings and to present live witnesses 

via the Division’s virtual hearing platform on October 19, 2023.  

      Respectfully submitted, 

MODRALL, SPERLING, ROEHL, HARRIS 

 & SISK, P.A. 

 

 

By:  

 Deana M. Bennett 

 Earl DeBrine, Jr. 

 Yarithza Peña 

 Post Office Box 2168 

 500 Fourth Street NW, Suite 1000 

 Albuquerque, New Mexico 87103-2168 

 Telephone: 505.848.1800 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

  

I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing was served on the following 

counsel of record by electronic mail this 10th day of October, 2023. 

 

Michael H. Feldewert 

Adam G. Rankin 

Paula M. Vance 

P.O. Box 2208 

Santa Fe, NM  87504 

mfeldewert@hollandhart.com 

agrankin@hollandhart.com 

pmvance@hollandhart.com 

 

Attorneys for MRC Permian Company and Matador Production Company 

 

/s/ Deana M. Bennett 

Deana M. Bennett 
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